In 5 years we made our way from geosphere to «Russian Dome». «Russian Dome» is an energy efficient construction made of monolith wood. Russian national izba of the modern time. Dome is made in Altai region from monolith wood: pine, cedar, lariks.
We make our spheres from different types of wood, as cedar, lariks and pine. For floors we usually use lariks or cedar.
Walls made of monolith Altai conifers wood fill the space with pleasant smell. Balanced warmth and sound spreading creates the atmosphere of comfort and fulfills with energy.
The Dome became higher and the basement area smaller. You can make the construction using minimum of the ground at the same time increasing the useful home area. The second floor is possible with basement starting from 4.85 m.
Walls and beams made of precious types of wood look wonderful without any additional decoration and give an opportunity to use the wide range of construction fittings and materials for interior.
«Russian Dome» is a lego for adults, with or without help is constructed in 2-4 weeks without any trouble and special building machinery. Set includes: walls, floors, roof materials and everything needed for sphere house construction.

- Roof tile
- Bracketing for roof
- Water proofing
- House wall - beam
- Floor covering
- Floor beams
- Any type of basement

The thickness of walls is 140 or 220 MM
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Window construction without limit. Top windows of any complexity, panoramic windows, usual and not very usual windows. Now the shape, size and place of the windows is limited only by your fantasy.
«Russian Dome» sustainably fits an undisturbed landscape not ruining it’s wholeness. Technologies of the autonomous living will make life in such house comfortable.

inspection, efficiency estimation and installation of the alternative energy sources.
The independent sauna [banya] complex made of 4.85 m diameter dome. Street multi-seated font with fire place «Ofuro».
Dome 8.09 m diameter basement, the general area is up to 100 square metres (with second light). The independent sauna [banya] complex made of 4.85 m diameter dome.